These reports were written by Ewand, Erilner, and Jean-Rubert. They share some thoughts
about their work with the people who are PET cart owners:

PET Technician’s Report 2021
By Ewand and Elriner
We feel very happy we can work with these people each day. A big thank you to Many Hands
for giving us the opportunity to work with these people that our society despises.
In 2021 we found many beautiful testimonies and recommendations of these people.
The people appreciate the opportunity Many Hands offers them. They say if Many Hands hadn’t
come with help for them that they wouldn’t be here anymore. That they would have died already.
They always thank Many Hands and ourselves who always go with the Motorcycle to give help
when 2021 has been so difficult.
We always talk with the people, we encourage them. We make them feel they have importance
in society. In spite of other people seeing them as something bad, we know they people just like
all other people. They are always happy with the way we talk with them.
We share God’s word with them, pray with them, help them understand that they have the same
worth as all other people in God’s eyes.
They always are asking for more help like medical care, food, a house. They never stop
thanking Many Hands for all these things that are done for them.
We as the repair technicians feel joyful because we work with these people. It helps us
understand people better and as well, we must not feel we are better than them. We always go
with the Many Hands core values. These have helped us become stronger in our work with
them.
Blessings!! Blessings in all that Many Hands does, everywhere we will go, and all that takes
place!

PET Evangelist’s Report 2021
By Jean Rubert

At this time, I am very happy to greet you in the name of Jesus Christ our Savior and to present
you with this 2021 year-end report.

Generally, these are the things we do especially in the branch of evangelism of handicapped
people: Bring encouragement with prayer and tell them of Jesus Christ. And it is well to say God
allowed us to visit so many places: Tomassique, Hinche, San Raphael, La Victoire, Cerce
Carvajal, Baroncie, Rankite, Collasigy, Buenabite, Boukerone, Guacimal, logalite, Jean Boule,
Charles, Nan Rang, Savanne Pignon, Savanne Tabac, Savanne Mitan, La Bel Mer.
Normally when we meet people we find out what their situation is. Whether they have a problem
in a hand or in a leg. And when we talk with them many say they had a fever, sickness, or a
cramp, or they were born that way. God always helps us encourage them to not be discouraged
with life.
Concerning their beliefs, we find many people that have already put their confidence in Jesus
Christ. With these, we encourage them with prayer. And also we find people that have not yet
accepted Jesus in their life. We always share the good news with them and sometimes people
ask for prayer to be able to become a follower of Christ one day. Many times we find people that
have difficulty going to church because of their handicap situation. That is where the audio bible
is such a good thing for them. It helps people in their biblical training and strengthens their faith.
During this time, we had the chance to distribute many PET carts, especially in Tomassique,
Hinche, La Bel Mer, La Victoire, and San Raphael. We can for sure say that each person
testifies how the cart helps them so much. And we have many that say if they didn’t have their
PET cart they don’t know what they would do. Because with this means they can go wherever
they would like.
So for 2022, we want to always remain connected with the Many Hands goal to advance the
kingdom of God and transformation in the communities.
May God bless you.

